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I am very familiar with Basarab Nicolescu’s formulat ion of
t ransdisciplinarit y, having been a keen student  of  his approach for over a
decade. I have a deep respect  for the brilliance and the quantum nuances of
his approach. And I was not  disappointed; this is a profound and
groundbreaking book. I did take a conceptual detour before I read it , to
discover the meaning of  one of  the words used in the t it le, cosmodernity. It  is
not  unt il t he last  three pages of  the book that  he def ines this in any detail. In
hindsight , I now suspect  that  he did this on purpose. I just  need conceptual
clarit y, so I stopped to f igure it  out  before I read the book.

Just  as we have modernit y and postmodernit y, we now have cosmodernit y.
Modern means contemporary, up-to-date, and a departure f rom t radit ions.
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Postmodern means af ter modernism. It  refers to a dist rust  of  anything
modern, including it s theories and ideologies, and it  expresses this dist rust  by
drawing at tent ion to modern convent ions. Cosmodernit y relates to the
cosmos, a word that  means everything exists everywhere. Indeed, Nicolescu
said “Cosmodernity means essent ially that  all ent it y (existence) in the universe
is def ined by it s relat ion to all other ent it ies” (2014, p. 212).

As a side note, Nicolescu coined the term cosmodernity in 1994, in a book t it led
Poetical Theorems. This book contained 13 chapters and one group of  poet ical
theorems dealt  with the aforement ioned cont roversial dist inct ion between
modernit y and postmodernit y. For clarif icat ion, he said a poet ical theorem is
neither a theory nor a poem but  is a way to “concent rate in a few pages
[concepts, ideas and] theories that  would have taken years to be exposed in
tens of  volumes of  scient if ic and academic discourse” (Dincã, 2011, p. 121).
Poet ical theorems serve to make everything clear.

Also before reading this book, I recommend you head to pp. 212-213, where he
references another book on cosmodernism by Christ ian Moraru (2011).
Nicolescu explained that  Moraru’s discussion is an “excellent  and necessary
complement ” (p. 212) to his understanding of  the const ruct . Moraru explained
that  a “powerful withness,” “a new geomet ry of  we,” dist inguishes
cosmodernit y f rom modernit y and postmodernit y (p. 23, p. 7). Given that
cosmos means everything exists everywhere, and is in relat ion to everything
else, it  makes sense that  Moraru described cosmodernit y as an ethical
project , and “the ethical imperat ive of  cosmodernit y is togetherness” (p. 304).

Now… feeling a bit  more comfortable with what  cosmodernit y actually means,
I will proceed with my review of  Nicolescu’s book. On a pragmat ic level, the
book is 271 pages in length, organized into 17 chapters. There is an index,
notes for each chapter, and a list  of  references for the whole book.
Nicolescu’s Introduction is powerful on it s own, convincing and compelling. I
read it  before I stopped and f igured out  what  he meant  by cosmodernit y. With
my emergent  understanding of  this new term, his int roduct ion to the topic it  is
even more meaningful in hindsight . He basically argued that  the world has
witnessed an unprecedented growth of  knowledge but  this is tainted because
the growth in knowledge happened due to an accelerat ing proliferat ion of
disciplines and not  due to the unit y of  knowledge, by which he means
connect ing knowledge with being (connect ing science with humans). Because
technoscience t riumphed over spiritualit y and human and social happiness,
the world is not  bet ter for this growth of  knowledge.

He also has issues with modern not ion of  realit y, and claims we lost  faith in
modernit y with the events of  September 11, 2001. Modernit y promised
endless progress, fuelled by technoscience and the belief  that  we live in a
rat ionale, determinist ic, and mechanist ic world. Modern science’s penchant  for
sidelining humanity (the subject ) for the sake of  object ivit y has lead to
alienat ion, f ragmentat ion, and the possible decimat ion of  the planet . He is
f rust rated. He refers to the t riple revolut ion that  spanned the twent ieth



century – the quantum revolut ion, the biological revolut ion, and the
informat ion revolut ion. He thinks these changes should have changed our view
of  realit y – to a t ransrealit y that  accommodates complexit y, spiritualit y
(humanity), and consciousness. Instead, the old views remain, and we are
blind. However, Nicolescu holds out  for the “hope of  self -birth” and a
“visionary, t ranspersonal, and planetary consciousness, which could be
nourished by the miraculous growth of  knowledge” (p.2). His hope is expressed
in this book.

I expected him to immediately elucidate his familiar methodology of
t ransdisciplinarit y, with it s three axioms (below), f irst  art iculated in 1985;
instead, they are woven throughout  the book and only listed at  p. 207, nine
pages f rom the end of  the book:

Axiom one – the existence of  Mult iple Levels of  Realit y (ontology), with
movement  among them mediated by the Hidden Third (the quantum
vacuum);
Axiom two – the Logic of  the Included Middle; and,
Axiom three – knowledge as complexit y (epistemology); the Principle of
Universal Interdependence.

But  then I reminded myself  that  this is a book, not  a short  art icle or
conference paper. He has the delicious opportunit y and luxury to tell a story.
Indeed, we are t reated to a rich and enveloping narrat ive about  the
underpinnings of  thought , science, and philosophy that  shaped his approach
to t ransdisciplinarit y. This book focuses on the intellectual and philosophical
backdrop of  his musings about  lif e beyond modernit y. It  is a personal and
poignant  insight  into his journey toward t ransdisciplinarit y, and I felt  privileged
and honoured to read it .

In chapters 1-3 (40 pages), we are guided through discussions of  shat tered
cultures, contemporary physics and the Western t radit ion, and the grandeur
and decadence of  scient ism. This part  of  the narrat ive paints a port rait  of  the
harmful legacy of  the modern era. As he exposes this, he int roduces the ideas
of  the t ranscultural, a t ransreligious at t it ude and the Sacred, and a quantum
vision of  the world. This sets us up for chapters 4-9 (73 pages), which cover
the emergence of  the quantum world (quantum physics) and the quantum
revolut ion. Quantum mat ters (pun intended) in any conversat ion with Basarab
Nicolescu, because his t ransdisciplinary scholarship is deeply informed by his
work as a quantum physicist . He draws on concepts like discont inuit y,
nonseparabilit y, the quantum vacuum (which is not  empty), the bootst rap
principle, complexit y thinking, pluralit y, superst rings (the fourth dimension),
nonresistance, reconciliat ion of  cont radict ions, inclusive logic, the logic of
cont radict ions, and so on. This book elucidates how these quantum concepts
have shaped his approach to t ransdisciplinarit y. Non-quantum physicists like
myself  (who st ruggle with these ideas, see McGregor, 2011), will welcome this
cont ribut ion of  the book.

Chapters 10 and 11 (25 pages) revert  back to the topic of  the f irst  three



chapters. Chapter 10 focuses on dualism (a part icularly st rong bailiwick for
Nicolescu) and Chapter 11 turns to reduct ionism. Again, as he lays out  his
discussion of  the negat ive import  of  these two aspects of  classical science
(he ent it led one sect ion “Are we too deeply immersed in the seventeenth
century?”), he int roduces excit ing ‘new science’ ideas, like unit y of  the world,
the included third, the nature of  space and t ime, the experienced third, and
the ternary-quaternary debate. Except  for the hidden third, these were all new
to me! What  an intellectual ride. But  he manages to keep you with him, as he
turns his at tent ion to other topics.

Chapters 12-14 (29 pages) carried me into even more unfamiliar territory, but
having read the previous 150 pages, I felt  ready for the intellectual and
philosophical challenges, and to be honest , opportunit ies. He broaches ideas
like quantum aesthet ics, quantum theat re, and the quantum vision of
lit erature and art . I was excited to see this idea in the book because Nicolescu
deeply believes that  we should focus on spiritualit y, aesthet ics (beauty and
art ) and the Sacred if  we hope to move forward as a species. He thinks a sign
of  the cosmodern era is the “interact ion between the theory of  relat ivit y,
quantum mechanics [physics] and art  (especially surrealism)” (p. 175.

In Chapter 15, he opens our eyes to the role of imaginary (thinking without
words) in the creat ion of  knowledge and the unit y of  knowledge. He describes
imaginary as revelat ions without  the benef it  of  logical thinking, evidenced by
sudden insights like those experienced in “the very short  intermediate period
between sleep and waking up” (p. 180). I have personally experienced these
aha moments, when I have been chewing on something and then everything –
everything – just  clicks. Witness this book review, when I f inally “got  it .”

Like bookends, Chapter 16 mirrors Nicolescu’s angst  expressed in the
Int roduct ion about  adhering to the tenets of  classical science despite the
power of  the quantum. As he debunks classical science, he ident if ies the basic
features of  cosmodernit y, which I gleaned f rom reading Chapter 16:

relat ionships, the interact ion, the interconnect ion of  natural phenomena
the universe of  interconnectedness, of  nonseparabilit y
harmony between humans and nature (includes intuit ion and spiritualit y)
the subt le concept  of  substance/energy/space-t ime/informat ion
(replaces concept  of  mat ter)
the power of  discont inuit y and global causalit y (replace cont inuit y and
local causalit y)
bridge between science and religion
intersubject ivit y and the included third
a new cosmodern object ivit y – the subject , the object , and their
interact ion
the cosmodern world is a vast  cosmic mat rix, where everything is in
perpetual movement  and energet ic rest ructuring – this is what  unity of
the world means, the movement  of  energy, not  mat ter.

I think the intellectual cont ribut ion of  this book is a form of  beaut iful, poignant ,



heart  stopping art . It  is an intellectual pièce de résistance; it  is a creat ion that
resists and def ies orthodox or common convent ions and pract ices (i.e.,
modernism), thereby making the whole of  the creat ion unique and special
(cosmodernism). Take a deep breath and read it , ideally f rom beginning to
end, but  even sampling it  will change your lif e and open intellectual doors.
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